Scholarly Publishers
Meet your Next
Content Partner
Take on Big Data & Web Sources with

Deep Web Technologies
Complement and enhance the content you publish
Augment your search results with related content from Big Data and from Web Sources and bring the world of information to your users through your
interface. Big Data sources provide access to specialized content about content -- e.g., trends, usage patterns, impact -- that is growing exponentially
and changing every second. Incorporating Big Data analyses and content from Web Sources allows your researchers to make more informed decisions
about their research, increasing the value of the content you provide.
Deep Web Technologies, a leader in providing a single point of access to thousands of information sources, publicly available or available through
subscription, offers users one stop access to related content that complements and enhances the scholarly content that you publish.

Article-level related content
Using unique identifiers (e.g., DOI) to retrieve relevant Big Data analyses for articles that a user is reading or key
terms from article titles, authors or keywords, we can provide users with a selection of related content:
•

Find content similar to the current article in sources used to expand search

•

Find more information on the current article such as who is reading the article (Mendeley)

•

Search Open Link Data Repository for information related to the current article

•

Link to Web of Science (for subscribers) to find articles that cite current article.
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Expanding search scope
Expand your users’ searches to additional sources with
results merged with your content or displayed in a
separate panel. Searches may be submitted to some of
the following information sources or most any desired
information source:
•

Major Science portals (Science.gov,
WorldWideScience.org)

•

Science News (Eureka, ScienceOnline)

•

Patent Databases (USPTO, EPO, Japan, WIPO)

•

Scholar Networks (Mendeley, Research Gate)

•

Subscription Sources (Science Direct, Web of
Knowledge)

•

Public Databases (PubMed, DOE Technical
Reports)

•

Open Access Journals (DOAJ)

Flexible integration with
Explorit search engine
Deep Web Technologies can work with your
developers and IT staff to create a
customized solution that meets your needs:
 Customize our state-of-the-art user
interface to the look-and-feel of your
website including visualization of
search results, export to citation
management tools such as RefWorks,
EndNote, Zotero and Mendeley
 Notify users of new research on their
topics of interests
 Provide access to our search engine
via a powerful standards-based Web
Services API
 Integrate into your authentication or
authorization sign-on system
 Configure access to sources to be
provided on a per-user or perinstitution basis.

Customize Explorit’s rich
features and search
capabilities for a solution
that meets your needs.

About Deep Web Technologies
Deep Web Technologies creates custom, sophisticated federated search solutions for customers who demand precise, accurate results. Founded by
industry thought-leader Abe Lederman, Deep Web Technologies developed the powerful Explorit Research Accelerator to search, retrieve, aggregate
and analyze content from deep web databases—data that is inaccessible to general search engines. Designed to simplify the search, retrieval and
discovery process for knowledge researchers, Explorit delivers the integrity and credibility high-profile customers need.
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